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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to provide a description of the progression of craniofacial growth and development from infancy through adulthood. Whereas much of the diverse published literature provides information specific to separate dimensions and or components of the craniofacial skeleton, unique to particular populations, our aim, through compiling these disparate findings, was to capture and convey the overall appearance of the craniofacial complex at various ages. This was accomplished through an intensive review and amalgamation of the published literature, mostly from the recent five years, which addresses various aspects of craniofacial growth and development. Key findings suggest that at birth, craniofacial bones have attained approximately 45% of their total growth. Most rapid growth is complete by age 7 with facial development largely complete (82 to 92%) by age 5. Specific sexual dimorphism (shape differences in females and males) begins to appear around age 9. Final size maturity is attained between 13 and 15 years in females and 17 and 25 years in males. Although technically craniofacial growth is continuous, after 20 years of age the rate of growth appears insignificant. These findings, and this integrated anthropological research approach provides essential information for individuals working at the frontier of forensic science technologies inclusive of age progression, age regression, and facial identification.
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INTRODUCTION

Previous studies encompassing variation within the craniofacial complex tended to focus on separate components of the face. The purpose of this article is to provide a holistic description of how the juvenile craniofacial complex changes from infancy to adulthood that includes separate components in relation to the entirety of the face. The specific aim of this research was to identify and provide an in-depth understanding of key features of juvenile facial morphological growth and development in order to help researchers in the forensic and identity sciences in the areas of computer automated age-progression, age-regression, and face recognition techniques. This work demonstrates the applicability of an anthropological inquiry-based approach to the fields of forensic science and technology, which continue to expand globally.

The craniofacial complex was divided into seven singular features (mandible, maxilla, orbit, nasal, cranial width, facial height, and forehead) and then researched as a comprehensive composite. Provided here is the essence of a review of the literature and subsequent consolidation of information on the growth of several facial components relative to the entirety of the face, parsed and distilled into a single compendium. Characteristics of juvenile craniofacial maturation are explained and summarized from birth through maturation in females and males, with an attempt to create an average craniofacial complex that spans ethnicities.

METHODS

Growth and development information was compiled according to the Cochrane Criteria, which dictates formulating myriad key word phrases, casting numerous wide search “nets,” retrieving data, and synthesizing findings to aid in reducing bias [1].

The literature review consisted of 46 search iterations using the ScienceDirect database search engine. These searches yielded 4,238 publications between the years 2010-2015 and resulted in 81 sources that were most potentially relevant. Additionally, there were seven sources that were subsequently found, in various references, to contain pertinent data directly related to this research inquiry; and although they pre-date 2010, they were included as they aided in rounding out the overall findings. Thus, of the 88 sources reviewed and analyzed, 36 final sources provided the most complete, recent and best...
information for a thorough understanding of craniofacial morphological growth and development from birth through maturation.

Since exact time of adult maturation is considerably variable across individuals, components, and in some cases never complete, 18 years was used as the age of maturation in most of the articles that were searched through and thus continued in this paper. As such, “adult percentage” is herein defined as the measurements taken at an average age of 18 years.

The published literature on juvenile craniofacial growth and development is characterized by studies predominantly reporting on specific and expansive dimensions, sizes, and percentages of separate craniofacial components by nature of the focus of the research inquiry, such as corrective or plastic reconstructive surgery related to developmental anomalies, trauma, and or pathology. Thus, each focalized segment of craniofacial complex was further studied on an individual level to complete the greater composite understanding of normal growth and development.

As previously mentioned, the craniofacial complex was divided into seven separate features based on results of the literature searches: mandible, maxilla, orbit, nasal dimensions, cranial width, facial height, and forehead. Regarding the mandible, several studies discussed its growth as a whole [2-6], and additional studies revealed information according to five separate aspects: mandibular width [2, 4, 7-11], mandibular depth [3-5, 7, 8, 12-14], mandibular body length [3-5, 9, 15], ramus height [5, 9, 12, 16], and mandibular body height [7, 12, 17].

The maxilla was researched as a whole [2, 4, 8, 13, 18] and also examined as five separate dimensions: bizygomatic width [2, 4, 7, 10-11], maxillary width [8-10, 13], antero-posterior palate growth [8, 13], vault depth [8, 13, 19], and vertical growth [4, 7, 20-22].

The orbits were researched as a whole [4, 23-24] and as four different features: orbital height [4, 25], intercanthal width [4, 21, 25, 26], orbital width [9, 12, 25-26], and orbital volume [4, 23, 27, 28].

A search for publications on the nasal aspect of craniofacial growth and development yielded limited published studies; and due to its petite nature was researched as a singular component [29-31]. The last three features (i.e., cranial width, face height, and forehead) were first visualized altogether under the umbrella-term of facial planes [10, 16] and then split into their respective factions: cranial width [2, 4, 10, 12], face height (which also has references in mandibular body height and maxillary vertical growth) [2, 7, 11, 21, 22, 32, 33], and forehead [12, 21].

Data (e.g., dimensions, sizes, percentages, etc. of craniofacial features at various ages, in both sexes, across populations) were mined for each reference among the final 38 sources deemed pertinent to the aim of the study, which was to provide a synergistic (i.e., integrated) description of craniofacial growth and development. The data were evaluated, grouped, and assessed by feature/dimension, age, sex, and population. From this analysis a synergistic description, in narrative form, of craniofacial growth and development was established. The next section conveys the characteristics and progressive changes of craniofacial growth and development from birth through adulthood.

RESULTS

At birth, craniofacial bones have attained approximately 45% of their total growth [2]. Compared to an adult skull, a newborn has a large cranial vault and enormous eye orbits in relation to the diminutive mandible and maxilla in concordance with the swift growth of the brain and eyes; in fact, early development is concomitant with the surrounding tissues in order to accommodate them [4, 16, 24, 32]. The cranial vault experiences its most rapid growth in the first year of life with a velocity plateau until area growth is complete between ages 5 and 7 years [4]. This is enforced by the rapidity of head circumference enlargement with 86% of growth complete at age 1 year and attaining 94% by around age 5 years [4]. The cranial volume is much larger in comparison to facial volume early on, but as age progresses the ratios of cranial volume to facial volume decrease [24]. The face continues to expand during primary tooth eruption with an even greater increase in length during the mixed dentition stages, with the face lengthening twice comparatively to width between the ages of 4 and 13 years [20, 24].

Additionally, the mandible and maxilla have both reached approximately 85% of their adult size at age 5 years. To be sure, most rapid growth is complete by age 7 years with facial development largely complete (82 to 92%) by age 5 years [7, 27, 34]. Concordantly, at age 7 years, the craniofacial bones have reached around 70%; at this age, ideally, the soft tissue facial profile measured from the Glabella to the Subnasale...
(midway between the eyebrows to below the nose) is equal in length to the Subnasale to the Menton (below the nose to the chin) [2]. Specific sexual dimorphism (shape differences in females and males) begins to appear around age 9 years [11]. Passive growth is from around age 7 years until puberty [34]. Puberty is around 10 to 12 years old in females and 12 to 14 years in males; this time period is marked by an increased growth velocity that peaks about two years after onset [2]. For growth spurts, males are found to lag behind females by one to three years yet be larger in their dimensions, especially after puberty [10-11]. Although technically craniofacial growth is continuous, after 20 years of age the rate of growth appears insignificant [11, 32].

Children’s faces do not merely grow in volume to attain adult morphology and size; they are more than a small-scale adult, even though at age 3 years there is already a significant correlation to their adult morphology [13, 34]. The brain case is rapidly expanded after birth followed by the mid-facial projection and elongation [2]. Children’s faces flatten, deepen, widen, and lengthen to achieve adult status [2, 16, 28, 34-35]. The adult length is about twice the length of the child’s face [2]. The total transverse growth reaches maturity around 15 years in females and 17 years in males; total vertical growth continues beyond 15 years of age in both sexes; mid-facial projection, measured from Tragus to Stomion (about midway between the eyebrows to below the nose) [2], reaches maturity at 14 years in males and 13 years in females; and final size maturity is attained between 13 and 15 years in females and 17 and 25 years in males [4, 10-11, 14].

Figure 1 depicts the growth percentages of adult size attained at certain ages for four specific craniofacial components: mandible, maxilla, orbits, and total/composite face. Female percentages are shown on the left and male percentages on the right. Noteworthy are the maturation percentages in the graphs reached around age five years. The resounding significance of age five years in the graphs is visually represented by the images on the left-comparing skeletal components at age five years on the left with a mature skeleton on the right.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

In Figure 1, one can begin to see how individualized facial parts develop in tandem with one another. Darwis et al. [11] suggest that simply uniting the distinct sections to create a picture of the whole falls short of the realistic growth and development rate and pattern. However, by further understanding the growth velocities and peak growth spurts of singular aspects, one can better comprehend how each of the moving parts creates the greater whole. This study synthesized the percentages of the key components of the developing facial complex into a fluid description in order to display the full pattern of craniofacial growth and development from birth through maturation at 18 years.

Growth and development of sub-adults follows a general pattern; however, determining specific individual growth patterns is complicated because children’s faces grow at different velocities and may mature at a pace that is either delayed or advanced.

Compared to other children of the same age [6, 36]. In addition, whenever prediction comes into play there is an element of uncertainty involved. Nevertheless, tracking which parts of the face change and their time of change can make us better understand their growth and development, and may improve the validity of age-progressing (or regresssing) according to the minute changes occurring in the growing and developing craniofacial complex.

By determining facial maturational changes, researchers can develop technologies accordingly for use in the Identity Sciences through age-progressation, age-regression, and identification. Age-progression has been explored in order to project known images of missing children to create a relevant depiction that reflects their current age rather than the age at the time of disappearance. Fine-tuning the stages of growth and development will improve accuracy. Age-regression may enable photographic comparisons for investigating adults believed to be former missing children, or in cases of human trafficking where identities were changed. Further, Facial Identification technology has been on the rise in congruence with enhanced security systems. Looking forward, this area of study is expanding into individual access on personal devices and even facial analytics-the ability to derive useful identification/authentication information from the face. These applications have been adult-focused and it remains to be seen how juvenile faces will be integrated into such arenas. In summation, the research provided within offers a description of sub-adult craniofacial morphological growth and development-from a synergistic perspective-relevant for advancing face recognition technologies within the
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forensic and identity sciences. This study demonstrates the applicability of anthropological research to forensic science and technology, areas that continue to expand globally.
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Figure 1: Female and Male Growth Percentages of Adult Size Attained.


